Corporate Law

Incorporation papers
Lawyer

Corporate Legal

minutes/meetings present?
Capitalization Table
Board
Decision Making Process

Governance

Advisors
Investment Committee

6 Ps: Parity of People, Planet and
Profit — with Passion and Purpose
IP Law
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Addresses UN SDG within
Planetary Boundaries

Status of patents filed

freedom to operate?

Inevitably successful (classic strategy)

no prior art?
IP

IP lawyer

Top

All right assigned to the
company?

Exponential drivers or exponential
impact?
Do we like them and the project?
Would we personally engage
deeply with the people, their
technology and the market?

Transaction Lawyer

Contracts
Bank loans, Leases

Founders' development and Team
culture

Legal

Cost Structure

Labor Law

everybody in reach?

Processes / Manufacturing
value added chain

careful with consultants:
Arbeitnehmerüberlassung

marketing

Employment contracts

IP assignments

sales

Internal

non-compete

project mgmt

Core Capabilities

Consultants

content licensing

Pending legal actions

technology/prod dev
service/support

Regulatory Law

legal
Regulations

Market

change corporate lawyer?

Customers

change IP lawyer?

Competitors

External

worst case: re-start
what else needs patenting?

Next steps:

Distribution

Strategy

Pricing

develop IP strategy

Trends

Time?

What are the "unfair" defensible advantages?

Fees?

licensing? distribution? manufacturing?

Active company building

customer prospects

Structure

Passive financial investment

What business model is core?

sales cycles

determine key markets

resources required

Immediate, < 1 month
Bridge, 1-6 months

partnership and alliances

Financial Need

VC, 12-18 months

Cost leader?
Economies of scale?

Exit scenario

Learning curve?

What fundamental strategy is best?

Timing

Final Analysis

Valuation

Technology leader?

Funding

Network effect?

Risk
Exponential technology?

Leads
Status

Does is work? TRL: Technology
Readiness Level

Fundraising strategy

Angels/Strategics/VCs

AQAL Fact Finding

Existing investors

Product Specs

Investors Group

Current round's consortium

Product Road Map

Technology Risk
Regulatory

Proof!

Do they own it? -> see IP rights

Feature / Benefit List

Market Risk
IP Risk

Is this addressing a need for the
first time or is it just an improvement over existing solutions?

Types of Risk

Execution (Team) Risk
Financials
Taxes

Does the solution address a
potential customer's pain?

Technology

Financial Risk

Quality
Compare to competing technologies

Risk

Resources?
Time?

Criteria

Must do tasks
Competitors
Optional tasks

How much further product
development is necessary for the
first customer order?

Risk Mitigation
Resiliance?
Accounting?

Documentation of products and procedures

Status Quo

Cash flow, P/L, B/S

Do they sell it?
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Revenues
Expenses

Market

WHY - HOW - WHAT (Simon Sinek)

Does the problem grow if they
don't solve it today?

Moonshot
How big is the idea?

Is the customers' problem on to of their
list? Does their job depend on it? Do
they lose sleep over it?
Do the customers have a budget
to solve their problem?

Massively Transformative Purpose

Where is the company in 12 months?

Proof: Revenues, and happy
reference customers

Do they deeply understand their customers?

Finance

Sustainable margins?

Vision

What is the defendable "unfair" advantage?

Where is the company in 24 months?

Track record as successful
entrepreneurs

Inevitable Success

Is the technology driven by exponential effects? Is their market driven by
exponential effects?

Track record in the industry
Intrinsic motivation

Is the new solution at least 10x
better? 10% does not cut it!

Who's been involved?

Careful: pure consultants or
corporate people are often lost in
a startup environment

B Corp?

UN SDG within Planetary Boundaries

Who's needed?
How to attract people?

Self Assessment
AQAL Maxime: Satzung / Management Agreements / Incentives
linked to Impact

Additionality

Experience

Individuals

over time, entropy will have shrunk the
advantage. After shit will have hit the fan,
the proposition must still be significantly
interesting.

Reporting

Who's involved now?

Assessments taken?

is there an underlying longterm mechanism
that leads inevitably to success?

Is this a "winner takes all" market?
Does the power law apply?

What are the steps to get there?

Skill sets required

Features
Cost

Money?

Personal development

Convenience, Ease-of-use

ESG Outcomes
Team Assessments

Team Culture
Is there a strong sense of urgency?
Do they systematically apply
resources with strategy, tactics,
and discipline?
Does the team develop a team
culture explicitly?
Do they apply EXO (Exponential
Organization) principles?
Do they apply TEAL organization principles?
Do they build a clockwork, and
not just tell time? (Jim Collins)

Team

Bridges Criteria
Alignment (profit/impact)

Does the solution have the potential to
generate eventually enough cash in order
to grow profitably?

